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ST. PETER’S MAIN ST. & VILLAGE CONCEPTUAL PLAN

Main Street has increased its position as the commercial heart 
of St. Peter’s and many unique businesses have located in 
the area to capitalize on the many advantages offered by the 
compact, walkable and visually pleasing village atmosphere. 
In fact, the Main Street has become so successful that a new 
waterfront mixed use street had to be built on the old railbed 
to double the commercial area. From the approach to the 
lock, ships recognize St Peter’s as a bustling Town due to the 
commercial activity on this new commercial street. Buildings 
on this street relate to both the waterfront and the street. The 
trail on the old rail bed has been preserved through this new 
commercial area by building wide sidewalks on both sides 
of the street and on-street bicycle lanes. There is on-street 
parking on both sides of this new street. Buildings are pulled 
right up to the sidewalk so that cafe’s can spill out into the 
public space. Parking is located in behind the buildings with 
wide alleyways connecting parking to the street. Like many 
communities who didn’t think a waterfront commercial 
street was possible, St. Peter’s has taken the steps to see this 
new commercial area realized. Buildings on the street range 
from 2-3 stories high and in some, residents live above the 
commercial frontage at ground level. 

Street furnishings, lighting, unique branding and signage, 
and a successful facade program have made Main Street and 
waterfront street a year-round destination for residents while 
increasing the length of the tourist season. 

New residential developments, have expanded the village 

2:
This chapter outlines the development plan for St. Peter’s 
Village starting with the functional plan, the master plan, then 
moving to detailed elements like streetscape revitalization, 
facade design, signage, street furnishings and community 
brand. 

It is important to realize that further study and design will be 
needed following this study to flesh out the details of each 
element. This further round of refinement will happen once 
priorities for implementation have been decided.

The 20 year vision for St. Peter’s (below) paints a picture of 
what the community hopes to achieve in the next 20 years.

Future Vision

In 2030, the Main Street area of St. Peter’s has become a 
haven and a destination for local residents, tourists and small 
business. Arriving at the St. Peter’s Village limits, a clearly 
demarcated landscape gateway welcomes visitors to Main 
Street. Visitors and residents will know they have entered 
downtown St. Peter’s as special signage, lighting, street trees, 
sidewalks and streetscape elements will reinforce Main Street 
as a special place to visit. 

Main Street will be connected to outlying neighbourhoods by 
a linked system of greenway trails and sidewalks. A greenway 
trail along the Bras D’or Lakes will link the expanded marina 
to the existing trail at the Canal, and similarly, the greenway 
will link to Main Street and the schools. 

c H a P t e r  2 :  t H e  P l a n

core by infilling previously empty areas. There are a wide 
variety of housing options including new single family homes, 
townhouses, semi’s and condominiums. Hundreds of new 
families have moved into the village to take advantage of of 
the unique amenities and scenic walking opportunities and 
the Village’s population has doubled since 2008 without 
changing the feel of the village character. The variety of 
residential development supports a diverse community, and 
allows residents to find suitable housing in St. Peter’s to meet 
their tastes and needs for shelter as they evolve with age. 
The new residential and commercial growth has provided 
the economic impetus for the revitalized downtown core, 
linked walking trails, and active waterfront areas. A vibrant 
downtown population supports year round economic activity 
and increases the viability of downtown shops and services 
and provides a unique alternative to strip malls and big box 
commercial developments found in other regional service 
centres. 

Sustainable design principles have been employed from the 
very first development to ensure that the Village becomes a 
showpiece for sustainable design practices. While developers 
were skeptical at first about the slight additional costs, the 
approach has proved to be a valuable marketing tool for the 
Village and the businesses which locate there. The Village 
supports year-round recreational activities.

St. Peter’s will be perceived positively as a unique waterfront 
Village with its award winning streetscapes, accessible 

and attractive venues, parks and other open spaces 
containing playgrounds and works of public art, a 
pedestrian-friendly downtown core, and themed 
signage and lighting. Sidewalks covered by a tree lined 
canopy and awnings from new businesses complete 
the dynamic, vibrant streetscape. By 2030, the Village 
will be transformed into a strong and internationally 
recognized compact waterfront village.
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Map 2.1
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The Village Functional Plan:

The functional plan shows how and where future development 
will take plan in St. Peter’s in support of the larger Village 
master plan. The functional plan is a direct response to the 
community workshop held in February 2008. Most of the 
ideas for this plan have come from workshop participants 
filtered through the consultants and steering committee.

At a high level, the functional plan shows:

New residential infill development north of Main Street 1. 
primarily in the area north of the High school and on 
the Lions Club lands. New infill provides a wide range 
of housing options from single family units, townhous-
es, semi’s and multi-unit developments.

A waterfront greenway network linking the waterfront 2. 
around the entire Town from the Marina to the Lock 
to the Old Fire Hall. Sidewalks on key streets provide 
a series of stacked walking loops throughout the town 
linking the waterfront to the downtown. A themed in-
terpretive program will accompany the new greenway 
development recounting the history of the Town along 
its length.

A new commercial mixed use waterfront street built 3. 
on a part of the old railbed to double the commercial 
potential of downtown and significantly increase on-
street and off-street parking south of Main Street. This 
new street provides ground level commercial activity 
with upper storey offices and living space. 

The new waterfront street terminates at the Denys 4. 
Museum significantly increasing vehicles travelling by 
the front door and increasing visitation. The street also 
terminates at a large look-off platform overlooking the 
lock.

A new village parking lot for 100 cars between the High 5. 
school and Main Street.

Streetscape improvements on both sides of Main Street 6. 
including sidewalks, themed architectural lighting, 
street trees, banners, wayfinding and civic signage, and 
coordinated street furnishings.

Powerlines relocated to rear lots where possible to 7. 
minimize visual clutter on Main Street.

The Village marina is significantly expanded, a travel 8. 
lift is added and the clubhouse has expanded. Trails 

link the marina to downtown.

The new Richmond Discovery Centre next to the Bras 9. 
d’Or Inn.

A new tourist use for the Lock Master’s house site10. 

Additional residential infill as part of the new water-11. 
front street mixed use development.

The plan will improve St. Peter’s for residents by linking 
existing services and business and by providing venues for a 
number of enhanced cultural and recreational activities. The 
proposed projects also celebrate the existing outstanding 
natural, historical and cultural features of St. Peter’s. 
Together, these two actions will attract additional tourist 
activity.

Connecting the outstanding existing business area of St. 
Peter’s with enhanced park and cultural space will link the 
community, increase pedestrian activity, and improve social 
interaction.

The sites created for new business and cultural features along 
these community connections will provide opportunity for 
some new business, for enhanced cultural growth, and even 
additional residential opportunities.

The Village Character - Favourable Strip Centre Character - Unfavourable

Parking

Signage

Buildings

Sidewalks

Streets

Crosswalks

Lighting

Residential 

Trails

Parks

Administration

Destination 

Image

On-street parking. Centralized parking lot close to 
shopping. Rear yard parking with limited breaks in the 
sidewalk (access between rear lots is coordinated amongst 
building owners)

No on-street parking. Large parking lots between buildings 
and the street. Every building has their own parking lot 
entrance breaking up the sidewalk. Prevailing image of 
parking lots and cars.

Signage standards favour signage on buildings with no 
backlit signage. No free standing signs. Signage is visible 
but not obnoxious. 

Large free standing, backlit pylon signs prevail. Signs 
compete for attention. No coordinated colour schemes.

Range in building heights and architectural styles. Mixed 
uses are encouraged (combined living and commercial). 
Buildings are pulled up close to the sidewalk with no 
parking in between. Buildings are pulled close together with 
minimum breaks in the street. Ample windows for window 
shopping. Awnings and overhanging covers provide some 
shelter from the elements at the sidewalk.

Single purpose commercial buildings. Usually single storey 
only. Set back from the street with parking in between. Long 
distance between each building. Building design favours 
cookie-cutter corporate requirements over unique village 
style requirements. Blank, windowless facades abound.

Sidewalks and streetscapes are integral to the village 
experience. Ample seating and unique street furniture help 
brand the Village image. Sidewalks on both sides of the 
street with direct connections to adjacent buildings. Good 
signage aids wayfinding. Large street trees provide shade 
and a canopy over the street.

Narrow sidewalks (5’) with grass strips on both sides of the 
sidewalk. Little or no street furniture. Small trees spaced far 
apart so that sign pylons are not blocked.

Streets are purposely narrow to slow traffic (slowing 
vehicles through downtown is a good thing). The need for 
signalized intersections is reduced.

Streets are designed to maximize vehicle throughput. 
Multiple lanes and traffic lights are needed to coordinate 
traffic.

Curb bump outs limit the street crossing for pedestrians 
making it safe and convenient.

Cross walks at lit intersections only. Long distance across 
street makes crossing dangerous for slow pedestrians.

Light standards are part of the street decoration. Lights add 
to the night time ambiance and architectural uniqueness. 
Overhead powerlines are moved to rear of properties or 
underground.

Industrial standard lights are usually placed in the middle of 
parking lots. Cheap “cobrahead” standards are fixed to 
telephone poles. Overhead powerlines abound.

Residential units are sometimes integrated in the downtown 
usually above commercial. Other free standing residential 
units surround the downtown (usually at least a couple of 
hundred within 5-10 minutes walking distance). Good mix of 
residential types from single family, townhouses, semis and 
multi-unit developments.

Residential is not permitted in the single purpose 
commercial zone. Adjacent residents are too far to walk to 
the area. Residential types are usually one type (single 
family detached)

Trails link outlying areas to the downtown. Usually no connecting trails.

Many small pocket parks adjacent to the main street. 
Usually a large town square in the middle of the Village.

Usually no parks.

Usually a BIDC or downtown organization which 
coordinates shared interests and promotes the overall 
Village as a unique commercial destination.

No coordinated commercial administration. Each business 
works independent of the other.

Area promoted as a multi-sensory experience with living, 
shopping, recreation, and activity.

Area promoted as a single purpose commercial destination

Material Low Cost High Cost

Cape Cod (or equal)Wood Siding

Hardie Plank Siding

Clay Brick Veneer

Concrete Brick/ Stone Veneer (Stonetile)

MDO Plywood sign w/ paint and trim

Aluminum Storefront Window

Aluminum Storefront Door (3’x7’)

Vinyl Window (66” x 32” installed)

Wood Window (66” x 32” installed)

Steel insulated pre-hung door (installed)

Wood door

Fabric back-lighted awnings (5’ x 5’ x 30”nose)

Light fixture (angled reflective storefront)

$5.00 per square foot $6.00 per square foot

$7.00 per square foot $8.00 per square foot

$12.00 per square foot $16.00 per square foot

$12.00 per square foot $15.00 per square foot

$28.00 per square foot $45.00 per square foot

$40.00 per square foot $55.00 per square foot

$1200 each $1500 each

$800 each $900 each

$1000 each $1200 each

$900 each $1200 each

$1600 each $2200 each

$450 per linear foot $550 per linear foot

$750 each, installed $850 each, installed

Required Step Owner SPEDO Designer RDA Contractor

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Façade program approved

Advertise for contractors

Approve contractors

Application by owner

Participation approved

Select detail designer (if required)

Prepare detail Plan (if required)

Detail Plan approved

Select Contractor

Budget approval

Obtain permits

Construction

Construction Inspection

Progress Payment

Funds transfer

Table 2.1 village character vs. Strip commercial character

Undesirable Commercial Growth Desirable Village Core

The Corollary

Understanding what the Village does NOT want to become, 
is as important as describing what the Village DOES want to 
become and how to get there. For community’s like St. Peter’s, 
it is very easy to transition from a quaint Village to a sprawling 
strip development. It is important to recognize the causes and 
symptoms. Table 2.1 shows the favorable and unfavorable qualities 
to consider in planning a future for St. Peter’s.
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The Village Plan

The Village Plan includes a description of the more detailed projects outlined in the 
preceding Functional Plan. The elements of the Village Plan include:

Main Street Streetscape Improvements• 

Residential expansion• 

Mixed Use Downtown Expansion - New Waterfront Street• 

Waterfront Greenway• 

Canal improvements• 

The Marina expansion• 

Facade Incentive Program• 

Main Street Streetscape Improvements

St. Peter’s Main Street (highway 4) is already one of the more recognized Main Streets 
in Cape Breton with good quality sidewalks on one side of the street from the lock to 
the west-most entrance to town. Heritage street lighting is also found along much of 
its length and on-street parking is localized in some areas. The Main Street streetscape 
improvements include the following elements:

Wall Mural at De Raymond Street

The retaining wall at the foot of De Raymond Street is a blank canvas waiting for an image. 
SPEDO should commission a high quality heritage painting of an iconic image of the town 
on the wall. Ideally of the Lock or swing bridge as shown in figure 2.1. The wall mural 
should be a “stained monochromatic mural  (dye on concrete) .

Sidewalk on both sides of the street

The functional plan shows the location where new sidewalk should eventually be added 
to both sides of the street. Currently, sidewalk runs from the north side of the street from 
the western entrance to town to Pepperell Street, then on the south side of the street from 
Pepperell to the bridge. In the first phase of sidewalk improvements, new sidewalk should 
be added to both sides of the street between the Tom Horton’s and Joe Pop’s. Ideally, 
sidewalk should be 8-10’ wide but no less than 6’ wide. Some areas, like in front of home 
hardware, should remove the perpendicular parking in favour of parallel on-street parking 
with curb, gutter and sidewalk. Dropped curb ramps for wheelchairs and carriages must 
be placed at all crossing points and should be a minimum of 1.5m wide. Non-slip surfaces 
should be incorporated into the concrete and have a gradient of less than 5% with a flare to 
meet flush at the roadway. 

The Village should further investigate moving the powerlines to the rear of properties 
on Main Street over time. This would eliminate much of the visual clutter and would 
allow for 16’ light standards to be added on the street (which would permit enough 

M a S t e r  P l a n Map 2.2
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height for banners, hanging planters and architectural spot lighting on the standards). The current 
10’ standards do not provide enough height for full size banners (8’ is needed to the bottom of 
the banner for snow clearing, plus standard banners are 3-4’ high). The height under the current 
powerlines does not allow for higher light standards. The International Dark-Sky Association 
is currently developing a model light ordinance with the Illuminating Engineering Society of 
North America and it is recommended that SPEDO review this standard when completed for 
possible future adoption. The new light standards must ensure IES light levels are maintained for 
automobiles on Main Street but should also recognize future dark sky compliance standards.

Curb Bump-outs should be added to every intersection on Main Street. These bump-outs provide 
landscaped areas which minimize the road crossing distance for pedestrians (from about 32’ now, 
down to 22-24’). Cross walks would be added to each bumpout. In some areas, these bump-outs 
provide an ideal location for wayfinding signage and a community kiosk.

Street trees with tree grates should be strategically added wherever possible on the street. Again, 
this is difficult with overhead powerlines but there are always areas that will accept a street tree. The 
Town will need to work With Nova Scotia Power to coordinate street trees. Ideally, bollards should 
be placed on both sides of the tree to minimize snowplow damage. The use of structural soils should 
be investigated to ensure tree vigour and minimize sidewalk heaving from tree roots.

Street furnishings should be standardized for the street. With the strong community heritage, a 
‘heritage’ standard is the most appropriate approach for the street. We recommend the following 
standards for implementation; although we recognize that lighting companies typically have specials 
that may be more attractive at the time of installation and purchase. Maglin produces a wide variety 
of heritage streetscape furnishing standards which would be appropriate and sturdy enough for St. 
Peter’s. We recommend the 16’-18’ Lumec Square Lantern Series for future street lighting.

Fig 2.1 Mural Wall Potential

Fig 2.2 Typical village downtown street standard

Fig 2.3 Main Street St. Peter’s sidewalk standard
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-All drawings, specifications, design and details on this page remain the property of Maglin Site Furniture Inc. and may not be used without Maglin authorization.
-Details and specifications may vary due to continuing improvements of our products.

MATERIALS:� Bench ends are made from solid cast � �
� � aluminum.  The seat employs flat bar straps ��
� � and H.S. steel tube.

FINISH:Đ� All steel components are protected with E-Coat �
� � rust proofing.  The Maglin Powdercoat System �
� � provides a durable finish on all metal surfaces.

INSTALLATION:�The bench is delivered pre-assembled.  Holes �
� � (0.5") are provided in each foot for securing to�
� � base.

TO SPECIFY:Đ Select MLB300M
� � Choose:
� � - Powdercoat Color

OPTIONS:� - Center Arm
� � - Personalization

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:
Đ Đ - MLB300BM
� � - MLWR550-32
� � - MBR200

MLB300M

DIMENSIONS:�
� Height:�31.00" (78.7 cm)
� Length:�70.00" (177.8 cm)
� Depth:� 25.00" (63.5 cm)
� Seat:� 17.00" (43.2 cm)
� Weight:�120lbs (55kg)

benches

31.00"

25.00"

17.00"

70.00"

TM*

* MAGLIN is a registered trade mark of Maglin Site Furniture Inc.

T  800-716-5506
F  877-260-9393
www.maglin.com
sales@maglin.com

-All drawings, specifications, design and details on this page remain the property of Maglin Site Furniture Inc. and may not be used without Maglin authorization.
-Details and specifications may vary due to continuing improvements of our products.

MATERIALS:� Bench ends are made from solid cast � �
� � aluminum.  The seat employs H.S. steel tube �
� � and flat bar straps or Ipe wood slats.

FINISH:Đ� All steel components are protected with E-Coat �
� � rust proofing.  The Maglin Powdercoat System �
� � provides a durable finish on all metal surfaces.
� � Wood slats are finished with penetrating � �
� � sealers.

INSTALLATION:�The bench is delivered pre-assembled.  Holes �
� � (0.5") are provided in each foot for securing to�
� � base.

TO SPECIFY:Đ Select MLB300B
� � Choose:
� � - Seat Type 
� �   (Metal-MLB300BM or Wood-MLB300BW) 
� � - Powdercoat Color

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:
Đ Đ - MLB300M or W
� � - MLWR550-32
� � - MBR200

MLB300B (M or W)

benches

23.25"
17.87"

70.00"

21.75"

TM*

* MAGLIN is a registered trade mark of Maglin Site Furniture Inc.

DIMENSIONS:�
� Height:�23.25" (59.1 cm)
� Length:�70.00" (177.8 cm)
� Depth:� 21.75" (55.2 cm)�
� Seat:� 17.87" (45.4 cm)
� Weight:�100lbs (44kg)

MLB300BM

MLB300BW

T  800-716-5506
F  877-260-9393
www.maglin.com
sales@maglin.com
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-All drawings, specifications, design and details on this page remain the property of Maglin Site Furniture Inc. and may not be used without Maglin authorization.
-Details and specifications may vary due to continuing improvements of our products.

MATERIALS:� The bike rack is constructed using galvanized �
� � H.S. steel tube and an aluminum casting.  � �
� � Custom raised lettering is available.

FINISH:Đ� The bike rack uses a galvanized post with a natural �
� � finish on the aluminum ring casting.  The Maglin �
� � Powdercoat finish is also available.

INSTALLATION:�The bike rack is delivered pre-assembled.  It is �
� � available with either a surface mount or direct burial �
� � installation option. 

TO SPECIFY:� Select MBR200
� � Choose:
� � - Powdercoat Color or 
� �   Natural Aluminum/Galvanized Finish
� � - Base Type (Surface Mount or Direct Burial)

OPTIONS:� - Personalization

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:
� � - MLB320W
� � - MLWR550-32
� � - MTB200�

MBR200

*direct burial model shown.

36.00"

Ø16.75"

3.25"

Ø2.375"

DIMENSIONS:�
� Height:�              36.00" (91.44 cm)
� Diameter:            16.75" (42.5 cm)
� Direct Burial:       18.00" (45.7 cm) Below Grade�
� Weight:�             16lbs (7kg)      

* MAGLIN is a registered trade mark of Maglin Site Furniture Inc.

TM* T  800-716-5506
F  877-260-9393
www.maglin.com
sales@maglin.com

bike racks

-All drawings, specifications, design and details on this page remain the property of Maglin Site Furniture Inc. and may not be used without Maglin authorization.
-Details and specifications may vary due to continuing improvements of our products.

MATERIALS:� The planter frame is constructed using heavy��
� � duty steel flat bar.  A powdercoated galvanized �
� � steel liner is provided.

FINISH:Đ� All steel components are protected with E-Coat �
� � rust proofing.  The Maglin Powdercoat System �
� � provides a durable finish on all metal surfaces.

INSTALLATION:ĐThe planter is delivered pre-assembled.  Holes �
� � (0.5") are provided in each mounting foot for ��
� � securing to base.

TO SPECIFY:� Select MLP550M
� � Choose:
� � - Powdercoat Color

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:
� � - MLB310M
� � - MLWR550-32
� � - MLAU550

MLP550M

MOUNTING FEET

DIMENSIONS:�
� Height:�� 26.50" (67.3 cm)
� Diameter:� 22.00" (55.9 cm)
 � Weight:�� 90lbs   (35kg)

* MAGLIN is a registered trade mark of Maglin Site Furniture Inc.

TM* T  800-716-5506
F  877-260-9393
www.maglin.com
sales@maglin.com

planters

26.50"

Ø22.00"
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-All drawings, specifications, design and details on this page remain the property of Maglin Site Furniture Inc. and may not be used without Maglin authorization.
-Details and specifications may vary due to continuing improvements of our products.

MATERIALS:� The recycling station frame is constructed using �
� � heavy duty steel flatbar.  20 imperial gallon ��
� � commercial grade plastic liners and funnel lids �
� � are provided.

FINISH:Đ� All steel components are protected with E-Coat �
� � rust proofing.  The Maglin Powdercoat System �
� � provides a durable finish on all metal surfaces.

INSTALLATION:�The recycling station is delivered pre-assembled.  �
� � Holes (0.5") are provided in each mounting foot �
� � for securing to base.

TO SPECIFY:� Select MRC200
� � Choose:
� � - Two (MRC200-2) or three (MRC200-3) unit ��
� � configuration
� � - Powdercoat Color

COMPLIMENTARY PRODUCTS:
� � - MLWR200-20
� � - MLP200-25

MRC200-3

38.00"

25.00"

58.00"

*available in 2 and 3 unit configurations

DIMENSIONS:�
� Height: �� 38.00" (96.5 cm)
� Width:� � 25.00" (63.5 cm)
� Depth:� � 58.00" (147 cm) 3 unit
� Weight:�� 320lbs (145kg) 3 unit

� Liner Capacity(each): 24.0 US Gallons
� � � 20.0 Imperial Gallons
� � � 91.0 Litres�

TM*

*Maglin is a registered trade mark of Maglin Site Furniture Inc.

T  800-716-5506
F  877-260-9393
www.maglin.com
sales@maglin.com

recycling stations
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L20-RR
APR4-LBC3-SA1

L40-SG
CRC-2
R74

L26N-SG
CRD-2

RTA500-BA

L40S-RR
CRA-1A

RTA800-FH
L26A-RACE
RTA900-PS

L26SN-RR
PR4F

L21A-SE
RA61

 Luminaire: L40-SG Luminaire: L20-RR Luminaire: L26N-SG Luminaire: L40S-RR Luminaire: L26SN-RR Luminaire: L26A-RACE Luminaire: L21A-SE
 Mounting: CRC-2 Pole: APR4-LBC3-SA1 Mounting: CRD-2 Mounting: CRA-1A Pole: PR4F Pole: RTA906/907-PS Pole: RA61
 Pole: R74  Pole: RTA500-BA Pole: RTA800-FH-DR  
 

Lumec Head Office
640, Curé-Boivin Boulevard 
Boisbriand, Québec 
J7G 2A7  Canada 

Tel. : (450) 430.7040 
Fax : (450) 430.1453

 
A  G e n l y t e  Co m p a n y

www.lumec.com

Some luminaires use fluorescent or high intensity discharge (HID) 
lamps that contain small amounts of mercury. Such lamps are 
labeled ‘‘Contains Mercury’’ and/or with the symbol ‘‘Hg.’’ Lamps 
that contain mercury must be disposed of in accordance with local 
requirements. Information regarding lamp recycling and disposal 
can be found at www.lamprecycle.org


